Specialty Consulting for
the Insurance Industry

SERVICES

Reinsurance Administration
Software Implementation and Automation
Claim and Premium Leakage Recovery
Audit and Inspection
Dispute and Litigation Support
Forensic Accounting Investigation
Staff Augmentation
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Marshfield, MA 02050
Tel: 617.421.0111
ins-resolutions.com

A MESSAGE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTORS

Insurance Resolutions, Inc. (IRI), is a specialty consulting firm
dedicated to the insurance industry. Our firm is focused on providing
high quality services at cost effective rates which consistently
translate into measurable net gains for our clients.
Our expertise and capabilities are heavily focused on
assignments involving the field of reinsurance. On the buy side,
we can provide and/or implement software that handles your
ceded reinsurance administration including all aspects of accounting,
financial reporting, and internal control. Further, we can provide
resources to support and/or completely outsource, as needed,
these functions. On the sell side, we supply services to address
your assumed relationships including audit and inspection for
routine due diligence, and dispute and litigation support, and
forensic accounting investigation if difficulties arise. Applicable
to both the buy and the sell side, we can conduct claim and
premium leakage studies that recover funds lost over the years
due to weaknesses hidden within your existing processes.
Since establishing our firm in 2001, we feel fortunate to have been
able to steadily grow our practice and at the same time to cultivate
many deep and long lasting relationships with both our clients and
our professional staff. We know that we owe the success of our
practice to our ability to leverage our collective talents to serve our
clients and on the resulting market reputation we have earned.
We hope you will think of IRI when the need arises for support
and assistance in connection with your exercise of due diligence
involving reinsurance within your organization.

CLIENT REFERENCES

OUR VISION
OUR PROFESSIONAL
STAFF

Most of our professional staff possess more
than 20 years of operational experience in the
insurance industry. We are well versed in all
core insurance enterprise functions including
underwriting,claims, accounting and finance,
auditing,actuarial science, and information
technology. Our experience encompasses both
direct (primary and excess) and reinsurance
(inwards and outwards) operations. Many of us
hold advanced degrees and industry and other
professional credentials. For individual
biographies please refer to our website at

We are pleased to provide you with
references from among the many insurers,
reinsurers, professional service firms,
regulators, and attorneys we have served
in the market.
We strive to be distinctive among our
competitors for the strength of our insurance
and reinsurance business expertise, our
ability to leverage information technology
to perform our work, and the audit discipline
to ensure that our findings withstand
challenges, when needed.
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